
TECH DETAILS:
ABV: 40% | Volume: 750 ml 
Age: Minimum 10 years
Blend: 100% Grande Champagne 
Barrels: Medium toast 
Appearance: Deep amber with flecks of mahogany 
Aging: Twelve months in new oak, then transferred to used casks 

AROMA AND TASTING NOTES:
Aroma: Dried apricots, vanilla, cedarwood (cigar box) with a pinch 
of citrus fruit and chocolate.
Palate: Full-bodied, roundness, and pleasant mouth-feel with 
a hint of ginger.
Finish: Persistent length with a hint of tangy fruit.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
LUNAR NEW YEAR XO GRANDE CHAMPAGNE 
LIMITED EDITION

Cognac Park offers this limited edition cognac to celebrate the time-honored 
traditions of Lunar New Year. Park XO Grande Champagne is carefully crafted 
to magnify the exquisite characteristics of the Grande Champagne terroir, a 
famed growing region known for producing cognacs with tremendous length 
and complexity. This luxurious cognac is the tribute to the famous region, 
where the eaux-de-vie are well-suited to long periods of cask aging.

Long aging imparts a rich amber color and intense aromas of dried apricots, 
vanilla, and cedarwood. This cognac’s full body and roundness on the palate 
will entice connoisseurs from around the world to discover the unique 
personality of this limited production.

ABOUT COGNAC PARK
Cognac Park is the premier brand from Distillerie Tessendier, founded by Gaston Tessendier in 1880. Today, master blenders Lilian and Jérôme 
Tessendier - 4th generation brothers - oversee production, with the goal of distilling and blending cognacs that clearly express the terroir of four 
different growing regions: Grande Champagne, Petite Champagne, The Borderies, and Fins Bois. Each of our blends is created with purpose and vision, 
carefully balancing the nuances of the geography, climate, and aging conditions that are so important in cognac production.
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